
ROAD BF - BUTTERFLY PLOWS
CHOOSED BY PROFESSIONALS!

Top-of-the-line plows in Road Maintenance!

Modern manufacturing technology
Thanks to long product development, modern design and manufacturing methods, the body of the diagonal plow is 
very tensile, yet agile and balanced to move. Thanks to the housing structures, the torsional sti�ness is high and at the 
same time unnecessary weight is removed, which reduces the power requirement of the machine. HB400 special steel 
is used in the areas of the frame that need durability and HB500 special steel in the areas prone to hard wear, such as 
the blade.

Term “butter�y” refers to the shape of the plows wings, which resemble the wings of a butter�y. Therefore, the plow 
has an ability to throw snow to both sides. With optimal wing height and throwing angle you can bank the snow even 
at slow working speeds. The plow has LED-lights and a hydraulically released blade with a pressure accumulator as a 
standard for safety. All blade and front loader attachments are available.

OXSA ROAD BF - BUTTERFLY PLOWS



ROAD BF-SERIES PROPERTIES

Hydraulically released blade with a pressure accumulator:

- Very simple structure, no springs.
- Blade angle adjustment while the �oating remains stable. 
- Stepless adjustable legs also raise the plow

at the event of a collision.

LED signal lights: 4 in front, 2 in back. 
Wiring goes neatly inside the casing.

Laser-cut parts guarantee an
exact �t and a neat appearance.

Wing angle adjustment.

Rotation with two sturdy
cylinders with an
adjustable safety valve.

Strong and sturdy legs keep 
the plow at the right height 

and smoothen the ride.

Changing the front loader
attachment is easy, the
adapter plate can be
removed with two bolts.

The �oat is between the
adapter plate and the
pusher frame, so the weight
of the plow on the blade can
handle even harder ride.

The gapless attachment of 
the plow to the pusher 

frame prevents the plow 
from jumping.

While plowing, the end of the 
wing is straight, which 
enables “leaning” to railings. The shape of the upper part of the 

wing and the double layer fabric 
rubber mat prevents the snow from 
plowing to the windshield.

Throwing angles at 
both ends of the wing.

Standard HB500 mesh blade.
Other blade options are also available.

Accessories:

- Smooth blade
- Tooth blade
- Carbine blade

The blade is divided into two parts, both with
hydraulic release with stepless adjustment.

LED signal lights: 4 in 
front. Wiring goes neatly 

inside the casing.



Closest Retailer www.oxsa.�

ROAD BF-SERIES TECHNICAL INFO

OXSA ROAD BF - Accessories

Carbine blade

Smooth blade
Tooth blade

ROAD BF 3600

Working width 3670 mm

Max width 4250 mm

Wing height at end 1400 mm

Wing height at center 1150 mm

Weight 1140 kg


